
          ARTISTS AND WORKS IN THE “HARBOR” EXHIBITION  

 

 Nevin Aladağ made an installation titled “Beeline (Istanbul)”, a term describing the 
shortest aerial distance between two points. Inspired by the forms and motifs of ropes 
used to moor ferries, those iconic vehicles connecting the coastal districts of Istanbul, 
Aladağ acquired 698 meters of ultramarine braided rope, which corresponds to the 
shortest distance between the two sides of the Bosphorus, and divided it among ten 
reels. In Nevin Aladağ’s video “Borderline”, shot with a camera placed at the stern 
of a ship on the Aegean, the sound, the image of the sea, and the motion of the 
camera creates a feeling of being on board the deck of a ferryboat or ship. 

 Meriç Algün Ringborg was initially commissioned for La Biennale di Venezia in 2015 
the installation “Souvenirs for the Landlocked”, which is now on view for the first time 
in Istanbul. Although the work is based on the private sphere and her personal family 
history, it expands outward to concern the port and its culture, in Turkey and globally. 
The artist’s grandfather worked on container ships, and every time he returned from a 
trip he would bring back souvenirs intended to give those at home an idea of distant 
seas and lands. Based on these accumulated gifts, the artist has conceived an 
installation that is part ship’s cabin, part guest room, and part exhibition hall in terms 
of the feeling it evokes around these souvenirs from utterly different worlds. 

 Inspired by Jules Verne’s novel Kéraban le Têtu (Kéraban the Inflexible), Hüseyin 
Bahri Alptekin and a group of artist friends and art professionals established the Sea 
Elephant Travel Agency in 2000. Their aim was to follow in the footsteps of Jules 
Verne’s stubborn tobacco merchant, Kéraban, who travelled around the perimeter of 
the Black Sea.  Alptekin’s plan, never realized, was to make this journey with 
curators, musicians, architects, historians, and scientists. Years later, for the 
“HARBOR” exhibition, a selection of Alptekin’s photographs from Black Sea ports and 
a documentary about his trips accompany his installation “In Search of Jules Verne: 
About Kéraban” in 2001. 

 Avni Arbaş was one of the founders of the “Harbor Painters”. His two works entitled 
“Boat”, made successively in Paris in the 1950s and exhibited together in the Dina 
Verny gallery in 1956, have been brought together again for the “HARBOR” 
exhibition. By blending the sea and fog in these paintings, Arbaş dissolves sharp 
boundaries and transports the vessels from their contexts to an undefined space that 
evokes a sense of infinity. 

 Conceived for an exhibition at the MAXXI in Rome, Volkan Aslan’s work “Dear 
Istanbul” is on view in Istanbul for the first time. According to the artist, the work is a 
letter written to Istanbul. Aslan takes the vector shape of the Bosphorus, a symbol of 
Istanbul throughout history, and merges it with the shape of cargo ships, which have 
become a powerful image of the Bosphorus due to its heavy maritime traffic. This 
artwork-letter dedicated to Istanbul is the earth of the homeland, which those bound 
for other destinations may wish to take with them. It is a heavy memory, loaded with 
recollections of the land left behind and perhaps with the burden of longing for it. 

 Turgut Atalay’s oil painting titled “Fisherman” depicts a segment of the daily life of 
the harbor area that greatly influenced him. The painting demonstrates how the artist 
internalized the deep-seated problems in society and particularly the class issues of 
people working in the harbors. 

 A visual inventory selected from Antonio Cosentino’s years-long drawing and painting 
practice almost as a diary pertaining to seashores, harbors, ports, boats and ships is 
displayed in the form of framed collages on the wall at the entrance of the “HARBOR” 
exhibition. The artist has also created a handmade ship out of used tin cans and 
written a fantastical story about this vessel called “Star of Syria”, reminiscent of the 
cruisers anchored in front of Istanbul Modern, which is located by the Bosphorus in 
the historic Tophane district. 



 The vessel Baştarda was designed as part of the project “Darzanà: Two Arsenals, 
One Vessel,” curated by Feride Çiçekoğlu, Mehmet V. Kütükçüoğlu, and Ertuğ Uçar 
for the Pavilion of Turkey, coordinated by the Istanbul Foundation for Culture and Arts 
at the 15th International Architecture Exhibition, La Biennale di Venezia. Built in 
Istanbul, Baştarda had only been exhibited in Venice. Subsequently the vessel was 
brought back to Istanbul and reconstructed in the courtyard of Istanbul Modern, which 
is housed in a former customs warehouse in the port area. Baştarda will be on display 
here within the scope of the exhibition “HARBOR.”  

 In his photographic works, Hasan Deniz focuses on the concepts of time and space. 
The photographs exhibited in “HARBOR”, all first-time prints, were selected from the 
“Tersane” series, which examines how the sea is perceived in Istanbul. Hasan Deniz 
produces photographic interpretations of the dockyards, some of the oldest spaces 
preserved in urban memory. 

 Cevat Dereli’s landscapes of Turkey’s and particularly of Istanbul’s shores are 
noteworthy for their simple narrative of the lives of fishermen, fish-traps, nets, 
fishmongers and isolated coastal towns. His painting titled “Istanbul” reflects his 
general inclination to focus on nature while depicting, in the background, a moment 
from daily life in the city. 

 Abidin Dino created his series “The Sea-Crossed Fisherman” for the renowned 
author Yaşar Kemal’s serialized novel of the same name. The novel was published in 
Milliyet newspaper over a period of 91 days beginning in 1978. It was Yaşar Kemal 
who invited Dino to illustrate this novel about the sea and fishermen, their lives, their 
loneliness and desperation in conjunction with the changing social structure of 
Istanbul, and of the rootlessness and displacement of their provisional lives. 

 It is the ferries of Istanbul that are depicted in Burhan Doğançay’s two works titled 
“Life Saver III”. The wall surfaces of these ferries keep a record of activity between 
the Anatolian and European sides, while the orange color of the lifesaver represents 
this record in the public’s memory. In the works, it is never immediately apparent 
whether the shadows are real or painted. Thus, when in the exhibition space, the 
lifesaver invites the viewer into its reality through its own representation.  

 Borrowed from the Naval Museum, Feyhaman Duran’s painting “Imperial 
Shipyards” is acts as a historical record of the Imperial Shipyards, which stretched 
along the Golden Horn from Camialtı to Taşkızak as was still active in the 1940s. 

 Mıgırdiç Givanian’s painting depicts the harbor and wharfs of Istanbul as they were 
at the beginning of the 20th century, documenting an area of the shore very close to 
Istanbul Modern. 

 Ara Güler took documentary photographs for a series of articles titled “With the 
Armenian Fishermen of Kumkapı” that appeared in the Jamanak newspaper 
between May 21 and 26, 1952. Also known as “Istanbul’s Eye”, Güler’s photographs 
can be seen as historical records of the social dynamics of the Kumkapı shore in the 
1950s. With a comprehensive selection from this series, Ara Güler’s perspective 
reminds us of the daily life of Kumkapı harbor and the fishermen, including their 
professional activities and leisure time. 

 Nedim Günsür’s “Fishermen’s Bay” depicts fishermen as actors in the daily rhythm 
of the seashore. Günsür’s work, “Gazing from Büyükdere at Beykoz”, is one of his 
few paintings without figures. In this depiction of the Asian shore of the Bosphorus as 
seen from the European side, people are replaced by boats of various sizes. 
“Untitled”, the artist’s third work in the exhibition, depicts a sailor with his back turned 
toward the audience, looking far away on top of a ship’s high mast. 

 Nuri İyem was an exponent of the social realist approach in Turkey. His painting 
“Fishing Couple” deals with fishing as one of the socio-economic dynamics of 
harbors and the seaside, and emphasizes the artist’s attitude through two portraits. 
The strong expression that İyem brings to his portraits is clearly present in this work; 



he paints the couple’s facial expressions in such a way as to reflect the hopelessness 
and sorrow of their social class.  

 Özer Kabaş’s works in the exhibition feature various techniques ranging from 
engraving and ink to oil. His oil paintings portray the relationship of fishermen with the 
sea, steamships, and boats. In depicting their striking communal living and economic 
relationships, Kabaş emphasizes the movement of the waves and their power over 
humans.  

 Istanbul Modern commissioned Borga Kantürk a wall installation for the exhibition for 
which he revisited his works of the last decade related to harbors, the sea, shorelines, 
ocean travel, and navigation. His point of departure for this work titled “SHORELINE 
RECORDS” was previous works which focused on the intertemporal journeys of 
personal memories and on collective memory. This selection can be regarded as a 
reflection of the sentiment toward the recent transformation of Turkey’s shorelines.  

 In her video work “Bosphorus 1954”, Gülsün Karamustafa summons her own 
childhood years, along with memories of Istanbul. The winter of 1954, still legendary 
in the city’s history, witnessed a rare phenomenon: the freezing of the Bosphorus. 
Karamustafa made a documentary out of archival photographs of this event, 
emphasizing its impact on urban culture and the everyday life of the period.  

 Gülsün Karamustafa’s installation from 1995, “NEWORIENTATION”, is displayed 
once again in a warehouse as part of the exhibition “HARBOR.” Created as a site-
specific installation for the 4th Istanbul Biennial, the work was exhibited for the first 
time in warehouse number 1, situated in the Port Operations Area where Istanbul 
Modern stands today. When Karamustafa first looked at the sea through the windows 
of this building, she focused on women working in the brothels of Galata, which date 
back to Genoese times, and their encounters with arriving sailors. She decided to 
shed light on another aspect of the port city: the fates of women who went missing in 
Istanbul and its environs.  

 Volkan Kızıltunç’s work “Gaps of Memory Istanbul” is composed of short scenes 
shot between 1965 and 1985 on the Bosphorus by Istanbul residents and visitors. 
Kızıltunç has assembled close to 250 reels of 8mm and Super 8mm film gathered for 
this project from second-hand shops and a circle of friends and acquaintances. It is a 
summoning of urban recollections into the present through a poetic flow, and it invites 
the audience to revisit that period through their own memories. 

 Muhsin Kut produces his works by observing Istanbul from different points. In his 
paintings, there are clues as to the relationships people establish with the sea in 
harbor regions. Kut sheds light on the corners of the city that its inhabitants ignore 
during the course of their daily lives but which impact Istanbul’s relationship to the 
sea and its fast pace.  

 Mıgırdıç Melkon lived in Istanbul in the 19th century. His 1884 panoramic tetraptych 
“View of Istanbul” was made using small pieces of wood in a mosaic technique. The 
work conveys the city’s relationship to the sea through ships, shores, and harbors 
and demonstrates from four different perspectives what the Ottoman capital looked 
like as it was transformed during the modernization process. 

 In her work “Ashore”, Yasemin Özcan presents moments of encounter seemingly 
without any intervention and invites the audience to imagine and reflect on the 
symbolic meanings of the readymade. Özcan uses video and photography to 
document a boat she incidentally and mysteriously encountered on the top of a 
mountain. 

 Serkan Özkaya’s work titled “An Attempt at Exhausting a Place in Istanbul”, 
consists of a single 8-meter-wide projection, applied to an interior wall on the 
building’s sea façade. The viewer is situated as if looking out from the back of a mirror 
and simultaneously monitors moving images that convey the transformation of the 
Bosphorus as well as its inconsumable energy and traffic. By eliminating the walls’ 
function as physical and metaphorical barriers, the space “becomes transparent”.  



 Sébah&Joaillier’s photographs reveal the cosmopolitan nature of the city and 
include views of every part of Istanbul. The panoramic photograph taken from the 
Galata Tower documents Istanbul in the year 1890 in 360 degrees, with wide-angle 
views of the Golden Horn, the shores of the Bosphorus, and traffic on the sea.  

 Arslan Sükan uses the power of darkness and emptiness to create temporal and 
spatial uncertainty. By superimposing layers using the technique of color inversion, 
he imbues existing reality with his imagination. In his photographs, activity above the 
sea conveys a dreamlike narrative pried loose from memory, yet it also invites 
viewers to reflect on concrete issues pertaining to the ports of Istanbul and the 
maritime traffic. 

 Hüsnü Tengüz developed an interest in the sea and in paintings of ships at a young 
age. Between 1910 and 1914, Tengüz worked as a painter at the Naval Museum. 
The “HARBOR” exhibition includes one of his watercolor albums of Istanbul’s ferries 
and the harbor at the beginning of the 20th century and a painting that depicts the 
Golden Horn shipyard in the 18th century. 

 Cemal Tollu’s painting “At the Harbor” explores Istanbul’s relationship to the sea. 
The artist deals with social topics rather than the beauty of the scene in his 
seascapes. He emphasizes the intersection of sea transport and human power, 
providing clues to the daily life of Istanbul’s harbors, their intense activity and their 
multipurpose commercial structure. 

 The drawings and sketches of Selim Turan in the “HARBOR” exhibition are from 
when he preparing working for the 1941 “Harbor City Istanbul” exhibition. These 
exceptional examples of Turan’s social realist works depict the living conditions and 
psychology of people considered outcasts in Istanbul’s harbor in the 1940s, such as 
fishermen, workers, stevedores, and beggars. 

 The tankers, submarines and natural elements present in Ömer Uluç’s works in the 
exhibition can be understood from their titles to be something more than ordinary 
landscapes. At any given moment, as two ships sail side-by-side, tankers stretch 
between continents or a bird follows a submarine on maneuvers, a scene emerges 
from the artist’s imagination and emotions are expressed through colors. 

 xurban_collective brought together the “overseas” efforts of Güven İncirlioğlu and 
Hakan Topal, two scholar-artists from Izmir and New York, respectively. Their 
research-based art projects often focus on Istanbul as a port city and its relationship 
with other port cities, global maritime trading networks, territorial waters, migration 
routes, and related sociopolitical issues. Commissioned by Istanbul Modern to 
reinterpret twelve years of projects from a retrospective point of view, 
xurban_collective has brought together a selection of works they produced and 
exhibited at different times and arranged them as a multipart installation. 

 One of the founders of the “Harbor Painters”, Mümtaz Yener adopted the social 
realist and figure-centered expression promoted by the group and remained with it for 
the rest of his artistic career. Yener demolishes the holistic masses in his mind, works 
each piece as a drawing, and brings it back together on canvas with his preferred 
medium of oil paint. His conception of art, shaped by an education that coincided with 
World War II and informed by social explosions, unemployment, poverty and the like, 
is profoundly influenced by social dynamics. 

 The paintings Zonaro produced while looking out from the Port of Galata, which is 
situated between Azapkapı and Topkapı, bear witness to the construction of the Quay 
of Galata shoreline project, albeit indistinctly. “Port of Galata” portrays the confusion 
of people disembarking and those waiting on the shore, while “Sarayburnu” 
examines the relationship between Istanbul’s denizens and the sea from the 
perspective of people spending time along the reconfigured shoreline. 


